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ABSTRACT 

In the paper soce thermophysical properties of sodium 
are given in the polynomial fono, above all those of the 
liquid phase - the feet reactor coolant. Concerning the 
vapour phase, the paper deal? only with tnermophysicel pro
perties of the saturated vapour} neither the domain of the 
superheated vapour nor the solid phase are discussed* Given 
calculation relation have bean attested by autuel comparison 
of the moat uptodate available literature ( /1/, /2/, /3/). 
For the whole system of thereophysical properties of sodium 
the international unit system of 31 has been consistently 
used. 

Degugged procedures in ALGOL /the version for the 
computer №8030/ - subroutines for computing some therno-
physical properties of sodium - are a part of this paper 
as well. 

1, INTRODUCTION 

In Czechoslovakia sooe partial problems are solved 
which ere connected with the development of the fast power 
reactor cooled by liquid sodium* It would be obviously 
convenient if all organizations in Czechoslovakia Involved 
in probleea of feet sodium cooled reactors agreed on the 
use of e unified system of therciophyeical propertiee of 
sodium. The systew of thermophyxicel properilee of sodium 
dealt with in deteil in /4/ ie intended to be a contri
bution to the solution of this question; thie paper deals 
briefly with thle syetem. 

The wain goal of /4/ was to fore such a complete eyetM 
of thermophyeical propertiee of sodium in the international 
systee of unite 81 which fulfils on one hand the requlrweem 
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of tba objective choice of individual theraophyaieal 

properties froo the possibly largest circle of available 

literatura sources» on tha other hand toe requireaent 

of tha poeeibly siapleet eatheastical fora of the 

corresponding reletiorts for the calculation of individual 

themophysicel properties» which facilitates their 

practical use and saves conciderably the running tine 

needed by therootechnical calculations on a computer. 

To oeet tha first of the upper ains - the objective 

choice froo the possibly largest circle of literature 

sources > above ell tha papers / V and /2/ have bean 

used for choosing individual then ophyslcal properties 

of sodium. These papers represent in general a auaaary 

of tha works devoted to the problems of thernophysleal 

properties of sodiito. To neet tha second requirement -

tha possibly simplest form of celculatian relatione -

individual theroophysical properties of sodium ware u : 

expressed in the polynomial form. 

At tha themophysieal properties axprassad by a 

complicated aathaoatieal relation, thla original exact 

relation was supplemented by a simpler one obtained by 

tha least-square method. 

At soma thonaophyeieel properties, at which it was 

suitable, tha inverse calculation relations were computed 

by using tha least-square method too (e.g. temperature 

as a function of enthalpy, saturation temperature as 

a function of saturation pressure). In some cases theaa 

inverse calculation relations simplify and accelerate -
thareotachnloal calculations, which Is in particular due 

to tha fact that it is not necessary to use the iterative 

technique for computing these inverse values. 
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2. CALCULATION METHOD 

For all thenaophysical properties of sodiuo di3cuased 
in /A/ the original calculation relation is always given 
both in the original system of units and in the intern-
national eyeten of units, SI. The range of validity is 
given, of course, for each relation. The table of values 
of the respective theroopbysieel property of sodiuc was 
always computed (in dependence on temperature) from this 
original calculation relation. Using this table the dia
gram of the respective thermophysical property of sodiuo 
мае plotted. For those thenaophysical propertits, for 
which it was possible, it was carried out (in /Л/) а 
graphical comparison of absolute values from /1/ and 
/2/ and a curve of relative deviations of these values 
wes plotted as well. 

As it was already said in the first paragraph, for 
боое theraophycicel properties, in addition to the original 
calculation relation, it waa also obtained an epproxioate 
relation by using the least-square method* To determine 
this approximate relation the calculated values of the 
respective therraophysical property fron /1/ and /3/ 
were used. To process these veluea by the least-square 
method, that is, to conpute the coefficients of the 
regression polynomials, the programme UNXSQAÚT/A3 was 
used which searches automatically for a suitable degree . 

of the polynomial for a given maximum relative шггог 
(the value S'1imx « 0,5% was prescribed). For the most 
of theraophyeical properties of sodium we succeeded 
in eatiefying thie required accuracy as early ae with 
a low degree of the regression polynomial. For a great 
many of theraophyelcel properties of sodium a substan* 
tlally higher accuracy of the regression substitution 
waa obtained then ©f _ , For some thermopbysicel 
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properties a considerable simplification of the original 
relation take place and therefore needed computing tine 
is shorternhile the accuracy of calculation is satisfactory. 
This effect is apparent especially in such thereophyaical 
calculations in which tha calculation of sodium properties 
occupies a great deal of the total computing timet the 
tins is expressively saved especially when the regression 
polynomial substitutes the original relation containing 
a logerithiio term (the conputer NE803B has the following 
operation speeds addition and subtraction 2016де, 
multiplication 6048/ю; the operation speed for LAG is 
1GG nc and for EXP 275 об). 

Tho inverse regression polynomials were obtained 
by mutual exchange of the values of the independent 
variable (temperature) and the. values of the dependent 
variable (e.g. enthalpy) on the input data tape of the 
prog ratine UNI3QAUT/A3 • 

The regression polynomials used for expressing some 
thenaophysical properties of sodium have the following 
general form* 

f(t)'Ec}i • v-1 u> 

where i f(t) • the respective thereophyeical property 
of sodium 

С, 1 * the coeff icients of the regression 
*J polynomial with the aaxiraurr, degree и 

t * " • sodium temperature 

Computing tho regression polynomials (1 ) the 
programs UNISQAuT/АЗ uses mult ipl icat ion instead of 
raising to power, So e . g . for n » 4 the polynomial (1) 
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is expressed as follows t 

f(t)-±C,.-t*-'-C +t(c *t(C >t.C )) (2) 
Jml I' 1 ) 1 1 

ivhen computing therrcophysical properties from the 
regression polynomials (1) one oust use the relation (2) 
in order to reach the saoe calculation accuracy as the 
regression accuracy given always in the table of absolute 
and relative errors of the respective regression 
relation (see /4/ ). 

3. TMERÍ.OPHYUICAL PROPERTIES OF SODIUM 

This paper does not contain о detailed description 
of the whole system of thensophysical properties of 
sodium; such a -description was carried out in /4/, where 
for each thermophy3icel property it is presentedt 
a/ the original calculation relation in the original 

system of units, 
b/ the original calculation relation in the international 

system of units, SI, 
c/ the substitution calculation relation in the polynomial > 

form obtained by regression using the least-square 
method* at вове theraophyslcal properties there ore 
several such substitution relation differing one from 
another in the reached substitution accuracy or in 
the validity range the corresponding relation, 

d/ the inverse calculation relation (again in the regression 
polynomial form). 
Both the substitution polynomials and the inverse 

relatione were computed only for eone thereophyslcal 



properties. 
Ref• /4/ presents for ell thenaophysicel properties 

e table of the values of corresponding thereophysieal 
property of sodium as conputed in dependence on teepereture 
from the original calculation relation in the system of 
units 3I| it further contains a diagram •» a graphical 
expression of this table. For those properties for which 
it was possible, a graphical comparison was carried out 
both of absolute and of relative deviations of the 
recommended v&lues froo /1/ and /2/. 

For those thernophysical properties, for which a 
regression polynoniol was computed, ref* /4/ gives 
conplete tables containing both computed coefficients 
of regression polynomials and conplote tables of conputed 
absolute ond relative errors of the polynomial regression! 
ref. /4/ also contains cinilor tables for coeputed 
inverse regression polynomials. 

As it was already said in the beginning of this 
paragraph, this paper does not contain a detailed description 
of the eysten of sodium theroophyoical properties, but 
only a summary of coin results froo /4/, or e supplecentetlon 
of these results. For this reason tho seme notations 
were used in this paper as in /4/ and also the errangeoent 
of individual thertnophysical properties into sections is 
the sane in both papers, 

3,1. SATURATION PRESSURE 

In / 1 / relations for calculating the saturation 
pressure are recommended which have been used also in 
/ 3 /1 these relations ere given in / 4 / /nun be red ее (4) 
and (5) / , But in / 1 / the temperature T « 871,11 (*C) 
was chosen unsuitably ea the validity limit of these 
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relations. As i t i s proved in / 4 / the tepperature 
T „ • 853.33 (°C) i s йоге suitable to be chosen as 
шаг * * 
the validity limit, which is in agreement with /3/» But 
on the other hand the saturation pressure values 
tabulated in /3/ are in a certain temperature range 
inaccurate (see /4/ ). 

In /4/ the substitution calculations are given 
in this forot 

In A - 2- C. . (In ts ) '"' (3) 

This relation has this validity ranges 240st3(°C)sl400 
(for a lower accuracy m « 5, for a higher one о • 11). 

The inverse relation i s also given in / 4 / t 

In tt - £ с, . (in А Г' «> 
jml '/1 

(for a lower accuracy о • 4 f for a higher on» в * 5 ) . 
The validity range of this relation i s the ваше es for 
relation ( 3 ) . 

Thus the relation (3) with i t s validity range replaces 
the relatione recommended in / 1 / and / 3 / , the inverse 

* relation (4) removes the necessity of iteration in 
computing t& • f (p 8 ) . 

3.2. DENSITY OF SODIUM 
For tffe saturated liquid the following relation 

f rom/1/ was used i n / 4 / t 

v. -£c,. t>- <*> 
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The va l id i ty range of this relation * 97.78st£°qJsl371.11 

In / 4 / the vapour density was included in a p-v 
diagram taken from / 3 / , 

3 . 3 . THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF 30D1UM 

3 . 3 . 1 . MOLÍ: ÍÍA33 

oodiun in the liquid phase conoisto only of e taonotaer, 

its mole masc does not depend on tenperature and has 

the value of Ик « 22.SSI /kg/kmol/. 
•iodiun vapour is composed of a oononor, dinar, and 

toti-aacr, the fraction of each species depending in 
general both upon temperature and pressurej therefore 
the поха пазе of vapour is in general a function of 
temperature and pressure. 

Tim mole mass of the saturated vapour ic о function 
of temperature only» in /4/ the substitution calculation 
relation is presented 

Mp - ÍZ C, • tH (6) 

which replaces the original fairly complicated relation 

reccmnended in /1/, 

The validity range of relation (6)i 240s tZ°C/< 1400. 

3.3.2 ENTHALPY OF LIQUID 

Liquid sodium enthalpy depends in general both upon 

temperature and pressure! 

Here ic enthalpy of the saturated liquid expressed 
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by the re lat ion takan froo / l / < 

/*-x: с -t1-1 w 
* j.i J 

The v a l i d i t y range of th ie relations 260»t£°Cjsl376,67 i 
the coeff icients с, лп given in / * / • 

I t i s obvious fгов the deduction contained in / 4 / 
that enthalpy of l iquid depends on i t s pressure only 
through the tern Ai . : 

4 " т . [ ' *тг ( c ' *2 c i* +3c>t''}lp>~"<' •m 
(c2, c3, c4 are the coefficients of the polynomial (5) ), 

It follows from en analysis carried out in /A/ that 
for the calculation of liquid aodiua enthalpy one can use 
relation (8) for saturated liquid with a satisfactory 
accuracy. This simplification corresponds also with the 
results stated in /2/. 

For the sane temperature range as for relation (в), 
the coefficients of the inverse regression relation 

t -Ее,, г/;/'"' ao) 
were computed uding the program» UNldQAUT/АЭ (for a lower 
accuracy m • 4, for a higher on» в • 6 ) . 

3 ,3 ,3 . HEAT OF VAPORIZATION 

For the purpose of eeeptiting vaporization heat 
values the or ig ina l relat ion «as replaced in / 4 / by 
the regression polynooialt 
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r-Ec,,t'"' 111) 

(tha validity range is the same as for tha relation (8) ). 

3.3,4. SATURATES VAPOUR 6HTHALPY 

Saturated vapour enthalpy is given by tha following 
sum: 

/s - // + Г (12) ' к 

To compute the values i!j one can aleo uea tha 
substitutional relation /зев /4/ /t 

/* -Í.C,.- t'-1 (13) 

The validity range of relatione (12) end (13) la 

identical with that uf relation (8). 

3.3.5. ENTROPY OF UQUID 

J 

Jjtelquid oodiuo ©tropy depends in general bath jupon 
temperature and pressure and is given by tha relations 

S„- Si M S , • Ц4) 

Hare i s ooturated l i qu id etropy a£ expreeeee? by 
a relation from / 1 / : 

s'-iZcj-t*-' +a-log(bt+c) (19) 

k . . . . ! :) 
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The validity range of this relation - see relation (6)1 
the coefficients c. and the constants a, b, с are 
given in /4/, 

Paper /4/ contains aleo this substitutional rel 

s ; - he, • tJ'1 (is) 

and the inverse relation 

ť E c n (в*)н (17) 

(for a lower accuracy of regression m = 3, for a higher 
one ci в 10), 

Entropy depends upon pressure by means of the 
relation for a s K derived in /4/j 

(c2* c3» c4 are tne coefficients of polynomial (5) ) . 
From an analysis contained in /A/ it follows that 

for the calculation of liquid entropy e K one cen use 
relation (15) or (16) with a satisfactory accuracy, 
that is, one cen neglect the dependence of *K on tnf 
pressure of liquid. 

3.3,6. ENTROPY OB ŮATURATEO VAPOUR 
£ntropy of saturated vapour is defined by the 

relationi 
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S*- S* + Sv (19) 

In this rolaк ion vaporization entropy is given by 
this expressions 

Sv - -y- (20) 

To calculate the values of с one can also use 
the substitutional relation from /4/i 

S - É C ' Г ' (21) 
V jml hi 

Both relation (20) and (21) have the same validity 
range as relation (8), 

One can determine entropy of the saturated vapour 
also by a direct calculation using the regression 
polynomial from /4/j 

*;- že,.. v-1 
(22) 

3,3.7. SPECIFIC , HEAT OF SATURATED LIQUIO 

specific heat of saturated liquid at constant 
pressure ie given by the relations 

)s - ÍL с • г' 
K j77 ' 

<c,);- Z с -г' (2»> 
The coefficients с. are presented in /4/, the 

validity range of the relation ie as follonot 
ttavstffcjs 1371,11, 

Specific heat of the saturated liquid bt constant 
volume ie defined ее followst 
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MÍ-MÍ-^T- <2«> 

3.3.С. SPECIFIC MEAT OF SATURATED VAPOUR 

In /4/ tho substitutional calculation relation 
is given» 

(с>*-р'У'"' (25) 

For a lower accuracy m = &, for a higher one 
^ в 11, The validity range of thia relation io again 
the sane as for relation (6). 

The original calculation relation given in /1/ 
con bo replaced with о sufficient accuracy by the 
approximate relation (£5). 

3.4. TRAfJGPOUT PROPERTIES OF SODIUM 

3.4.1, TUZRim. CONDUCTIVITY 

In /4/ the following polynomialJ taken from /1/ 

wore used to compute the thermal conductivity values of 

both the saturated liquid and the saturated vapouri 

^•tdj'-t'- (26) 

wheret i • К denotes matured liquid 
i • p denotes aatured vapour 

The coefficients c^iJ fodjj end A® ere given in 
/4/, the validity rang* of the relation (26) le the 
oame ее the validity range of relation (23)* 
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3.4,2. DYNAMIC VISCOSITY OF SATURATED UQUID 

A relation fron /1/ which has a logarithmic form 
has been taken au the basic calculation relation in /4/t 

log yl - a * -J— с log Г (27) 
The validity rouge of this relation is the ucnte 

as et the relation (23), the numerical values of the 
constants e, b, с are presented in /4/» 

In cose that the valnou Ф ̂  are calculated only 
in a bounded temperature rango, one can also use to 
odvontoge the regression polynouial from /4/i 

?*S-£V'-' (26) 

rvalues of m depending on o ci.oaen toпроroture range 
and rogroboion accuracy его givon in / 4 / ) . 

3.4.3, DYNAMIC VISCOSITY QF SATURATED VAPOUR 

In / 4 / e roconriencJad relation f roir, El] way uaodi 

The va l id i ty range or ti i i- relation ia tho 
came ao in relation ( £ 3 ) . 

3.4.4. PKANDtt. MUMSBR 

In /4/ Prandtl number of both the saturated 

liquid end saturated vapour is - except the basic 

definition - expressed in the regression polynomial 

form t 
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Prs - Е е . • ť-1 
J m I .J 

where i i в к denotes saturated liquid 
i e p denotes saturototi vapour 

Values of о depending on a chosen temperature 
range and regression accuracy are (together with the 
coefficients c, . ) included in /4/. 

3.5. SURFACE TSUSZOU 

In / 4 / e recommended relation from / 1 / v/аз taken: 

<K mT.cr t>-> 431) 
> • ' 

The validity range of thia relation i& the aone 
es the range of relation (23). 

3 . 6 . ЗСШС VELOCITY 111 LIQUID 

For the calculation of values of ск о relation 
wac used in /4/ which is formolly identical with the 
foroor relation (31) (the oonotente c^ are different, 
of couroo). 

3.7. SPECIFIC ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY OF UQUID 

* 
For the temperature range identical with the range 

of the rolation (23) a reconnonded relation Iron / I / 
i s taken in / 4 / i 

f-tc • tH (32) 
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3 , 8 , THS-UMAL iiXf-ATblCJ; AID COi-^RE'^.IDILITY OF SODIUM 

3 , 8 , 1 , I^UUAiilC TIlblřiAL cXPrtiióION COEFFICI-NT OF LIQUID 

A f t e r cone c a l c u l a t i o n ш get from tho o r i g i n a l 
d e f i n i t i o n t h i s expression» 

whore c^ aro t!-.o c o e f f i c i e n t s of polynomial ( 5 ) , 

To cociputo the valuer of e£y wi th a s a t i s f a c t o r y 

eccurecy one csn olso use о s impler r e l a t i o n presented 
i n / 4 / r 

<" £4 J-f (34 ) 

Tito v a l i d i t y range of both re la t ione ( 3 2 ) end ( 3 4 ) 

io i d e n t i c a l v.'itli tho range of r o l e t i o n ( 2 3 ) . 

5 . 8 . U , AiMUiATI'*. UCS-iPrtSJJlDILlTY Or LIQUID 

Adlai.:aeic c o n p r e o s i b i l i t y of l i q u i d iu def ined 

os follov.ur 

S u b s t i t u t i n g i n t o t h i a r e l a t i o n ono getc the 

expressions 

А --г1— ; ™ 

M. 
• J * T 
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The coefficients ci are given in /4/. 
v 

One can replace the preceding relation with a high 
accuracy by the following polynomial (see /4/ )i 

A. - % % • *"' i») 
The validity range of both relations (35) and (36) 

is the sarae as tha validity range of relation (23). 

4. SUBROUTINES FOH COMPUTING SOME THERM0PHY3ICAL 
PROPERTIES OF SODIUM 

The new version of the prograam© FREřJECA (energy 
calculation of a fast, reactor) includes calculation 
relatione for son© thorraophysical properties of liquid 
sodiuo (e.g. oauo, specific heat, enthalpy, inversion 
of enthalpy, thermal conductivity, dynaaic viscosity, 
Pr nunber). For those theroopbysical properties procedures 
in the language ALGOL-eiliott are written eo that it 
is possible by changing the data tape to uee a polynomial 
with a higher or a lower accuracy without changing the 
procedures theneelves. All the procedures for thereto*» 
physical properties use a universal procedure for 
computing a polynomial. Owing to the fact that the -
respective coefficients of the polynomials are stored 
on the date tape, the cat of procedures for computing 
thermophysicol properties becomes very simple end it 
is easily possible to extend it in case of need by 
other properties. 

The procedures thenselvsa follow, including their 

Г 
• • • • • м м м и и и т — — i ш • . J — — — — — — 
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incorporation in the programme and the corresponding -
input date* 

BEGIN INTEGER ETRaMA T̂CENA.ETEWT.ETINV T̂LAH.ETVAZV 
ETPRAUj 

ARRAY CROHA (liETRONA • 1),CCENA (liETCENA • 1). 

CENT (ItETENT • 1), CINV (lsETINV •. 1)» 

CLW (ItETLAM • 1), CVAZ (liETVAZ • 1), 

CPRAN (liETPRAN • l)t 

REAO ETRONA,ETCENA,ETENT,ETINV,ETLAM,ETVAZ,ETPRAN; 

BEGIN 

COMMENT ONE-DIMEHSIOMAL POLYNOMIAL; 

REAL PROCEDURE P0L1 (£T#T,COEF)# 

VALUE T# INTEGER ET; REAL T, ARRAY COEF| 

BEGIN INTEGER K,Uf REAL QH| 

К» ш 5Т • 1| 
QHi - 0/ 
FOR Ul • 1 STEP 1 UNTIL 6T 00 

BEGIN QHi « (QH • COEF (К|кТ| 
K( ш К - If 

ENO; 
POLll - QN • COEF(K)| 

EHOt 

COMMENT OEN8XTY Of SODIUM| 
RIAL PROCEDURE RONA (T)| 
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VALUE T| REAL T| 
ROUAs » MJU (ETftONA,T(CR0NA)f 

COMMENT o?ECIFIC HEAT OF SODIUM | К 
REAL PROCEDURE CENA (T)| [ 

VALUE T| REAL Tf ( 5 \ 4 
CENAt « POLI t£TCENA,T,CCENA^f \ 

•!. •* \ 

\ \). \ 

COMMEflT SOOIUM ENTHALPY j i 
REAL PROCEDURE ELTALf».(T) j . \ 

VALUE T, REAL T| \ 
ENtALPi в POLI (ETENT,T,CENT)| \ 

v 
COMMENT INVERSION OF SOOIUM ENTHALPY| 
REAL PROCEDURE INVENT(T)| 

VALUE T; REAL T| 
INVENT» - POU (ETINV,T,CINV)| 

COMMENT THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF SODIUMJ 
REAL PROCEDURE LAMNA(T}* 

VALUE T» REAL Tf 

LAMNAt • POU (£TLAM,T,CLAM)j 

COMMENT DYNAMIC VISCOSITY OF SODIUM; 

REAL PROCEDURE VAZNA(T); 

VALUE T| REAL T# 

VAZNAs • POU (ETVAZ,T,CVAZ)f 

COMMENT PRANOTLf 
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REAL PROCEDURE PKAND(T)| 
VALUE T| REAL T| 

PK'AHD: в POLL (cTPRAi4(T(CPRAN)| 

COíílEíiT READING PROCEDURE - TIJE CONSTANTS OF POLl | 

PROCEDURE СТШ11 (ETX,0>EFX)| 

INTEGER ETXj ARRAY C0EF5i| 

FOR I t « 1 -TEP 1 UNTIL ETX • 1 DO U£AO CO£FX(I 

COMicMT THE СШЗТЛИТ^ OF THS POLYNOMIAL POU. - IWPUT# 

CTEÍJIX (ETROtiA, CRONA) , 

cjziiii (ETcer^^ocefiAji 

0TEHZ1 (£TEtiT,CEHT)| 

CTCtill (CTIiiV#CIHV); 

CTEÍ1IX (ETLAM.CLAM)/ 

GTEWI1 (ETVA2,CVA2)# 

CTEMU (£TPOAH,CPaAN)i 

EWO# 

! IWPUT OATAi THE C0W5TANTS OF THE POLYNOMIAL 



9«300753709 S+~ 

:* .437005031 П+3 

Я,468184912 Б+5 

-2 ,326567580 Б+2 

G.2953U4804 П+i 

3 ,44034417 F.-4 

1.54306202 5-15 

1,32141565 I>2 

0436457396 E-14 

-S.397601S9 E-X -1 .400494354 E-5 5 ,£37877964 £-9 

-5 ,S0'C054"a E- l 4.62817"010 E-4 

7..43Y0.2UQ3 E+3 -2 ,D03C3i l45 S - i i . 54- :^C5J7 E-4 

6,041154420 П-4 1 .64220.^8 C-10 -4.7«iO£G8£6 E-17 

-5 .308363333 ."-« 1.I72T73978 E-5 

- 2 . 0 1 7 9 7 : ^ 3 íí-6 г.05618*. Л4 !>£- -4 .47871233 E-12 

-4.--Л0О921С 1-5 7,T-iSa974a E-8 -6 .73589458 E - l l 

3 
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5. GENERAL CONCLUSION 

Fror. the results reached in /4/ and uunnarizod 
in this paper the following conclusions aay be deřlvedt 
1/ IVo succeeded in expressing oil the therciophyoical 

proportion of cociium as polynomials of acceptably 
lov; dogreo while the achieved regression eccuraoy 
v.-cu sufficient (the only exception даз saturation 
preuuuro which hod to be replaced by a logarithmic 
function). This universal nathonaticcl forn of all 
therraophysicol properties of tiodiuin brings the 
following advantages г 

а/ Л simplification of the calculation, or the prograume, 
in which in i act ono procedure alone suffices to 
cor.puto all zho considered thorr.ophyGlcal proportion 
of sodiun. 

b/ An acceleration of the computation, that is, saving 
running ti..o on computer. This factor is epparont 
especially in such calculations in wliich the 
computation ov thornophyslcal properties ocoupios 
a substantial part of the total computing tir:,&. 

J/ From a comparison of the values of thertnophyolcol 
properties recommended in /1/ and /2/ it follows i 

a/ In the liquid phaco there la on tho whole e 
satisfactory agreement between the recommended 
values front /1/ and /2/, 

b/ In the saturated vapour domain substantially greater 
deviations occur between the recommended values 
from /1/ and /2/ than in the liquid phase ( о detailed 
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comparison of the recoamended values fron /1/ end 
/2/ is cor riot! out in /A/ ). 

3/ writing the paper /4/ we took some other literaturo 
sources into account. Altogether one can unfortunately 
state that none of'Jiese your cos was comparable 
with /1/ and /г/ both from the point of view of 
quality end quantity of the presented thennophyc;ical 
properties o» sodium, 

4/ In the future it would be useful to air. efforts in 
the dorsain of thormophycicol properties of sodiur. 
in this direction! 

a/ To compare the thermophyoicol properties of sodiur. 
discussed in this paper with the results of now 
r.;eo5urenranto. 

b/ To supplement the theroophyuicel properties or sodiur: 
discussed till tiio present tine (liquid end saturated 
vapour) with the superheated vapour domain (provided 
it proves to Ьо needful and purpooeful). 

c/ To do to mine how the contoninating elements», which 
ray occur in the fast roactor coolant, influence 
thorciophyaicol properties of oodiutb 
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C1.J 

ск \в/% 

iK |?/kg] 

** [з/kg] 
MK [kg/kraoí] 
H jkg/kool] 

|y«r 
Fr! 
Pr 

3/kg 
eK Ug , WC. 

- coefficients of polynomials (their 
nunerical veluec ere in [4] ) 

• coefficients of regression polynomials 
(numerical values - seeQť] ) 

• snnic velocity in liquid 

- specific heat of saturated liquid 
at constant pressure 

- specific heat of saturated liquid 
at constant volune 

- specific heat of saturated vapour 
at constant pressure 

- enthalpy of saturated liquid 

- enthalpy of liquid 
- see relation (Q) 

- enthalpy of saturated vapour 

- thermal equivalent of work 

• nolo mess of liquid 
• mole mass of vapour 
- pressure of liquid 
- saturation pressure 
- Prendtl number of setureted liquid 

- Prendtl number of saturated vapour 

• heat of vaporization 
- entropy of liquid 
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s£ L ^5-—] " entropy of saturated liquid 

Д** F * П - ••• relation (18) 
^ L*« • °J 

- entropy of saturated vapour 

•у Г ^у-| - vaporisation entropy 

I L°K] - teaporaturo of sodiuu 

te L0OJ -> saturation temperaturt 

ttay [_o0J - melting temperature of sodium 

ly П/°с] - isobario expansion coefficient 
of liquid 

Ad \*2ft] ~ adirtatlo compressibility of 
liquid 

Л т Гиг/ HJ - isothermie compressibility of 
liquid 

dynemio rlscosity of saturated 
liquid 

dynamic visoosity of oaturatod 
vapour 

J J1 ryt J2 . onl . speoiflo eleetrioal resistivity 
liquid 

0V [ЭД " eurfaoe tsuoioa uf liquid 
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